Fever after acute myocardial infarction in patients treated with intravenous timolol or placebo
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SUMMARY  Body temperature was studied in 65 patients admitted to hospital within four hours of the onset of symptoms of acute myocardial infarction. Thirty three patients had been randomly assigned to intravenous timolol treatment and 32 to placebo treatment. Infarct evolution was assessed by continuous vectorcardiography and creatine kinase release. Maximum and mean temperatures during the first eight days were significantly lower in the timolol group, who were discharged from hospital one day earlier. Eight patients in the placebo group had temperatures of >39°C compared with one in the timolol group. Both the mean temperature and the maximum temperature correlated significantly with indices of infarct size and ischaemic area as estimated by cumulative creatine kinase release, QRS vector difference, and ST vector magnitude. The results were consistent with the view that reduction of infarct size may partly explain the reduced pyrexial response after timolol treatment. Other mechanisms are probably also involved in larger infarcts. Because high fever has detrimental haemodynamic effects in acute myocardial infarction, reduction of this response may be beneficial. The results support the early use of β adrenoceptor blockade in acute myocardial infarction.

Fever during acute myocardial infarction is a common finding. Body temperature rises on average more than 1°C. The effect of raised temperatures during infarct evolution has not attracted much attention but may, nevertheless, be clinically important. Fever increases heart rate, cardiac work load, metabolic rate, and overall oxygen consumption. A strong pyrexial response to acute myocardial infarction might therefore be deleterious to the jeopardised myocardium.

In a preliminary study we suggested that treatment with the β adrenoceptor blocker timolol reduces the pyrexial response to acute myocardial infarction. We have confirmed this finding in the present prospective, randomised, double blind, placebo controlled, multicentre study in which timolol or placebo was given intravenously within five hours of the onset of suspected myocardial infarction. Because the study was designed to evaluate the effect of timolol treatment on infarct size we also examined the relation between the increase in body temperature and vectorcardiographic and enzymatic indices of the ischaemic injury.

Patients and methods

Patients of either sex admitted to hospital within four hours of the appearance of symptoms of a first myocardial infarction were considered for inclusion in the study. Exclusion criteria were: bradycardia of <50 beats/min, hypotension (systolic blood pressure <100 mm Hg), rales more than 10 cm above the diaphragm, bronchial obstruction, atioventricular block of any degree, QRS duration >0·11 second, and concurrent treatment with other cardioactive drugs. The study included 144 patients in nine hospitals who were randomly assigned within each centre to double blind treatment with timolol maleate, given intravenously as two bolus injections of 1 mg, or to an equal volume of saline, followed by a constant infusion of 0·6 mg timolol per hour or matching placebo over 24 hours. Oral treatment (timolol 10 mg twice a day or matching placebo) was given for the remainder of the hospital stay.
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Complete temperature charts were available from four of the participating hospitals (Danderyd, Sweden; Haraldsplas, Rogaland, and Baerum; Norway). Temperatures in all hospitals were measured rectally twice a day (8 am and 4 pm) with standard clinical mercury thermometers. The mean temperature was the average of all temperatures measured (morning and afternoon) during the first eight days. The first temperature value obtained after admission was regarded as the reference value. Patients on antipyretic drugs were excluded from the analyses in this study.

Blood samples for creatine kinase estimation were obtained on admission and at two and four hours and then every four hours for the first 48 hours and thereafter every six hours for up to 72 hours. Creatine kinase was enzymatically assayed with the Merck creatine kinase NAC (N-acetyl-cysteine) kit. The cumulative release of the enzyme was measured according to the method developed by Shell et al using an individual decay constant. The creatine kinase release curve was visually inspected without knowledge of the treatment group and at least five points on the downslope were identified for the calculation of the decay constant. In cases with a non-exponential downslope or evidence of repeated enzyme release a standard decay constant of 0.0576 per hour was used. The maximum creatine kinase concentration was defined as the highest value obtained from the cumulative enzyme release curve.

Continuous recording of the Frank orthogonal vectorcardiographic leads was performed for 24 hours on analogue tape and analysed off line without knowledge of the treatment regimen. ST vector magnitude and QRS vector difference were calculated. The first value obtained after admission was regarded as the reference value.

We used the t test, analysis of variance, χ² test, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient to analyse the results.

Results

A total of 76 patients entered the trial from the four hospitals; 40 were randomly assigned to timolol and 36 to placebo. Eleven patients regularly receiving antipyretic drugs were excluded from the temperature study. This left 33 patients in the timolol group (mean (SD) age 65 (12) years) and 32 patients in the placebo group (mean (SD) age 63 (11)). There were 26 men and seven women in the timolol group and 29 men and three women in the placebo group. Three patients in the timolol group and two patients in the placebo group received antibiotics during the early course. The mean body weights in the two groups were similar: 75.3 kg (timolol) and 75.6 kg (placebo).

Figure 1 shows the course of the morning temperatures in the timolol and placebo groups. Temperature rose higher in the placebo group and the fever lasted for on average a day longer than in the timolol group. Morning temperatures remained above 37.3°C for 4-5 days in the timolol group compared with 5-5 days in the placebo group. The difference in temperature was greatest on day 3 (p < 0.05) and day 4 (p < 0.025) after the infarction. The curve for evening temperatures lay approximately 0.3°C above the morning temperatures in both groups and the febrile period was one day shorter for timolol treated patients (afternoon temperatures above 37.7°C for four days compared with five days in placebo treated patients). The maximum temperatures reached during the course of acute myocardial infarction were significantly lower in the timolol group than in the placebo group (p < 0.05). The mean temperature during the first eight days was significantly lower in the timolol group (p < 0.01). Exclusion of patients treated with antibiotics did not alter the statistically significant differences between the groups. In the timolol group 10 patients had fever >38.5°C during the first eight days; in the placebo group 19 patients had fever above this level (p < 0.025). Only one patient in the timolol group had fever higher than 39°C, whereas in eight patients in the placebo group this temperature was attained at some time during the first eight days (p < 0.01).

The mean temperature during the first eight days and the maximal temperature reached were significantly correlated with infarct size and ischaemic area as estimated by cumulative creatine kinase release, maximum QRS vector difference,
and initial ST vector magnitude (table). The correlation was highly significant for the total study groups of 65 patients and for the placebo group but not for the timolol group.

Figure 2 shows the mean temperature for patients with a maximum cumulative creatine kinase release <1000 U/l, 1001 to 2000 U/l, and >2000 U/l. Timolol reduced the mean temperature in patients with myocardial infarctions associated with a maximum cumulative creatine kinase release of >1000 U/l (p < 0.01).

Timolol treated patients were discharged from hospital on average one day before patients on placebo (median hospital stay 11 days in timolol group (range 7–32), 12 days in placebo group (range 8–28)).

Discussion

The present study shows that the early administra-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean temperature:</th>
<th>Cumulative creatine kinase release</th>
<th>QRS vector difference</th>
<th>ST vector magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timolol group</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.37*</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo group</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>0.49***</td>
<td>0.48***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0.37***</td>
<td>0.49***</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum temperature:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timolol group</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo group</td>
<td>0.47***</td>
<td>0.37*</td>
<td>0.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0.37***</td>
<td>0.41***</td>
<td>0.33***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.025; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.005.

tration of timolol to patients with acute myocardial infarction significantly reduces the pyrexial response to the condition. The fever was reduced both in duration and magnitude and fewer patients on timolol treatment reached high temperatures.

The original study was not designed to estimate differences in temperature between the groups. Temperature is, however, one of the most precise and frequently performed clinical examinations on patients in hospital. The data are thus complete and a prospective trial specifically designed to assess temperature differences in acute myocardial infarction would only be slightly more accurate.

The mechanism of fever in sterile inflammation or trauma such as an acute myocardial infarction is unclear. Fever is generated by an endogenous mediator shown to resemble or be identical to interleukin 1. Interleukin 1 causes fever by altering the thermostat in the hypothalamus. It is produced by mononuclear phagocytes when they are challenged with viral or bacterial products. Non-infectious diseases such as acute myocardial infarction probably also induce interleukin 1 production as other effects of interleukin 1 (such as reduction of serum iron, induction of acute phase proteins, and granulocytosis) have been shown to occur in the early phase of the disease. The magnitude of fever, as estimated by mean temperature and maximum temperature during the first eight days, correlated significantly with cumulative creatine kinase release, QRS vector difference, and ST vector magnitude. This suggests that the fever response during acute myocardial infarction is initiated by necrotic myocardium. It is possible that infarcted myocardium induces production of interleukin 1 and that the size and duration of the process of infarction determine the amount of interleukin 1 produced.

Beta adrenoceptor blockade may affect the febrile response after acute myocardial infarction in several ways. As outlined above, infarcted myocardial tissue is a possible stimulus for interleukin 1 production. Our results suggest that the size of the infarction...
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correlates with the pyrexial response. Thus reduction of infarct size may, at least in part, explain the reduced fever response after early timolol treatment. For larger infarctions timolol treatment probably reduces the temperature response through one or more additional mechanisms (fig 2).

The effect of the β adrenoceptors in the temperature regulating centre have not been established. It is possible, at least theoretically, that β blockers may affect temperature regulation through these receptors. β adrenoceptors are certainly involved in the peripheral regulation of body temperature. Beta adrenoceptor blockade induces vasoconstriction, which tends to increase body temperature. Reduction of shivering, non-shivering thermogenesis, and metabolic rate, however, lowers body temperature. Our results suggest that the net effect of β adrenoceptor blockade is a reduced pyrexial response.

Fever may impair cardiovascular function. Tachycardia is commonly observed and heart rate is increased by approximately 30% from the basal level at a body temperature of 38.5°C. This increase in heart rate increases myocardial oxygen requirements and might predispose to extension of the infarct and to arrhythmias. Shortening of diastolic perfusion time when heart rate is increased reduces blood flow to the myocardium. Moderate fever reduces stroke volume and cardiac output in patients with a normal myocardium, and subclinical impairment of cardiac function might thus be induced by various febrile conditions. Metabolic rate is increased during fever and it has been shown that there is a 13–15% increase in oxygen consumption for every °C increase in body temperature. In acute myocardial infarction an increase of metabolic rate and oxygen consumption increases the risk of cardiac failure. Thus there are several factors to suggest that a strong pyrexial response is detrimental to patients with an acute myocardial infarction.

On average timolol treated patients spent one day less in hospital than placebo treated patients. A similar observation was made in patients with acute myocardial infarction treated with metoprolol. Although the severity of the infarction may be an important determinant for the length of hospital stay, an early return to normal body temperature is usually accompanied by early mobilisation of the patient. Hence the fever reducing effect of timolol might lead to earlier discharge from hospital.

Our results show that timolol reduces the fever after acute myocardial infarction. We believe that this has beneficial haemodynamic effects in these patients and that our results support the early use of β adrenoceptor blockade in acute myocardial infarction.
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